How Make Your Wedding Memorable And Pretty
Indian has attended a lot of wedding ceremonies in their lifetimes, which all gives the
different experience and become hard to remember and confuse them. So if you
should be wanting that your wedding is memorable for your guests to a long-time
experience, then you have to offers them a different experience for any other
ceremonies. You have to give them do something, which they have not forgot or
experienced before so that your wedding becomes memories forever.

Rajasthanregalwedding.com is the perfect Jaipur wedding planners company that
offers some simple activities and moments, which you can share with your guests.
Release sky lanterns together
It is the best memorable and iconic activities to do in your wedding. Wean the sky
lanterns together in the air at the event last and have an awesome experience with
your guests. It is a special moment and many of them not have done before, so you
can give them joy of something new.
Get an artist
With an artist you can give a surprise your guest either at the Mehendi or the Sangeet
festivals is a fun way and ensure your wedding remember by them. They can ask the
artist how drawing own Mehendi or Sangeet beautiful and amazing so that everyone
remembers this.
Give out instant photographs

Several times wedding guests might not be comfortable with their photos from the
wedding, so you have given them to click Polaroids or take a photo instant with
printing booth set near the wedding stage. So that they can have their photo back
instantly.
Arrange kite flying competitions
It is the lovely and awesome idea for a perfect wedding. Most of us have never tried
to do it before, so kite flying is the new experience for them. It is perfectly a fun way.
You can even start a competition between both bride and groom sides.
Organize some stalls
you can arrange some cute little stalls as a feel of real shopping, especially when you
invite a lot of NRI or foreign friends on the wedding.
Get a celebrity
For a perfect think to make wedding marvellous, get a celebrity. Hire a best Singer to
perform song at Sangeet or even an best actor to dance at your wedding. Everyone
remembers wedding that what they had seen and fun by them .
Organize games to play
even organize some games to enjoying wedding like play polo or some popular
games like Jenga or snakes and ladders!
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